
Kanteen is redefining the dining scene by elevating your food experience and taking 
you through a sensory journey. By partnering with food experts, we infuse our 
expertise into crafting an ambiance which complements Kanteen’s delectable 
flavors. Launched in 2019, by Shamoon Sultan, it was born out of a desire to create 
an uplifted experience, which puts culture and authenticity centre-stage. This space 
is a progression of colours, flavours and aromas, where texture, taste and harmony 
are paramount.    
 

With its proudly Pakistani roots, the presence of the Urdu letter  ن (noon in English) 
in Kanteen symbolises our commitment to providing you a taste of naye andaaz 
(new style), naye rung (new colours), naye zauq (new taste), naye shauk (new 
interests), naye talb (new cravings) and naye chaske (new habits).    
 

The partnership between Kanteen and Desi Gali represents a contemporary twist to 
everything that traditional street became famous for, honest and mouth-watering 
food. The curated menu revolves around stunning plates, offering a stylish, modern 
take on street-style food. It is the perfect place for you to perch for one of the best 
Paani Puri shots, Disco Kakra Chaat, Tawa Chicken, Dum Qeema and so much 
more, all cast in a beautiful new light. Come dessert time, the refreshing Kulfi or 
beguiling Gulab Jamun with Peshawari Ice Cream is a fitting finale.    
 

From the vast ocean view to the cracked bark of red bricks, every detail from the 
ground up has been thoughtfully considered. The street style shines through in every 
aspect of the restaurant, from the informal and pared-back aesthetic of the interiors 
that are offset with hand-painted murals by Syed Phool Badshah, to unique slogans 
etched on the wooden tabletops and kettles suspended from the ceiling.  
  
Kanteen’s style, ethos and service sets new standards for hospitality. Service is 
second to none with meticulous attention to detail, from warmly greeting guests, and 
going above and beyond to ensure you are a happy camper, this hard-working team 
of both male and female servers, makes your dining experience even more 
pleasurable.  
 

Kanteen’s comfort and charm will remind you why you live in the city— and that 
there is no city without the raw charisma of its street-style food. It’s open to all, full of 

heart, soul and stories, so come on in and create yours.    
 


